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SUMMARY. - The study of dilations of operator functions in non-Hilbert
spaces has been inspired by the probability theory in Banach spaces. Our
aim here is to show that there exists a close connection between the dilation
theory and the theory of second order stochastic processes.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Simple dilation theorems assert the embeddability of a Hilbert space H
a large Hilbert space Hi so that a given L(H)-valued function f on
a set T can be retrieved by orthogonal projection from a simpler L(H1)valued function fl :

into

However following [2]] we consider R-dilations of B-to-B* operator
valued functions, where B is a complex Banach space and B* is its topological dual.
By CL(B, B*)-denote the space of all continuous anti-linear operators
(*) Partially written during the author’s stay at I.
University, Carbondale, Illinois 62901.
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from B into B* and by CL(B, H) the space of continuous linear operators
from B into a Hilbert space H.
By Banach space valued second order stochastic process (B-process)
we mean a family (Xt)teT of elements of CL(B, H), cf. [1 ] or [19 ]. Its correlation function is given by the formula

It is known [1 ] that the space CL(B, H) is a Loynes space with CL(B, B*)valued inner product [’,’ ]. Thus B-process is a trajectory in the Loynes
space L(B, H). In the case B is a Hilbert space such processes were detailed
consider by R. Payen [14 ]. When B is the topological dual of a Banach
space and H
L~(Q) we get the theory of cylindrical processes. The case
of 2-cylindrical martingales (H is the space of real square-integrable martingales) was studied by M. Metivier [9]] and by M. Metivier and J. Pellaumail [10]. The important example is cylindrical Brownian motion which
is a « white noise in time and in space ».
Let us recall some useful facts on B-processes.
=

(1.1) PROPOSITION ( [19 ]). - A function K : T x T --~ CL(B,
correlation function of a B-process iff it is positive definite :

B*) is

the

each N, t 1
tN E T and b 1
bN E B. Moreover if B-processes Xit
and Y~ have the common correlation function then there exists a unitary
operator between the time domains U : Hx - Hy such that Yt

for

...

...

=

The above result may be interpreted as the following Aronszajn-Kolmogorov type theorem. For the Hilbert case see ( [ 14 ], p. 350). Cf. also [8 ], 2.10.
PROPOSITION. For positive definite kernel K : T x T --~
there is a Hilbert space H and an operator valued function X : T -~

(1. 3)

CL(B, B*)
CL(B, H)

such that

If

H is minimal i. e.,

then Hand

X( . )

are

unique

up to

unitary equivalence.
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( [1 ], [13]). 2014 a) If B-process defined over a group T
is stationary, K(t, s)
K’(t - s), then there exists a unitary representation
that
such
T
in
Xt UtXe.
Hx
U of
b) If B-process defined over a unitized semigroup T is multiplicatively
s), then there exists a self-adjoint representacorrelated, K(t, s)
tion St of T in Hx such that X= StX e.
(1. 6)

PROPOSITION

=

=

=

2. DILATION THEOREMS

Dt CL(H, H)
E

of

be two families of operators such that KtECL(B, B*),
is called an R-dilation
and R E CL(B, H). The family {

and {

Let {
if

{

Kt

=

for every index

R *DtR

t.

[Il ] and [20 ]. The first dilation theorem for a B-to-B* valued function
was published by N. N. Vakhania (1968) (*) when he studied covariance
operators for probability measures in Banach spaces. Namely, he proved
the following « lemma on factorization » ; for each positive operator
A E CL(B, B*) there exist a Hilbert space H and an operator R E CL(B, H)
R*R. If H is minimal then the factorization is unique up
such that A
to unitary equivalence. This result shows that each positive operator
A E CL(B, B*) has a R-dilation to the identity operator in a Hilbert space H :
See

=

of B-to-B* operators the analogues of results of Bochner and
Naimark on positive definite functions and positive measures were obtained
by the methods of stationary stochastic processes (detailed references
in [20 ]). The typical result is the following analogue of Naimark’s dilation
In the

case

theorem.

(2.1) EXAMPLE. Let F be a positive CL(B, B*)-valued measure on the
J-algebra of all borelian subsets of a LCA group G, which is the dual
group of LCA group T. Let K be its Fourier transform

where ( t, g ~ is a value of a character g on t. Since Ko(s, t) K(s - t)
is positive definite then by (1.1) and (1.6) it is the correlation function
=

cf.

(*) The theorem occurs, however,
([7], p. 415-416).
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stationary B-process Xt. Thus there exists
unitary representation U~ such that

a

Hilbert space H

=

Hx

a

where E( . ) is a spectral measure of Ug obtained from the Stone’s theorem.
By the uniqueness of the Fourier transform we have

Since Hx-the time domain of the process Xt is minimal in the sense
of (1.5) thus by Prop. 1. 3. H
Hx, R Xe and E( ~ ) are unique up to
unitary equivalence. So the triple (H, R, E( ~ )) is a minimal and unique
R-dilation of F( . ). Thus we have proved an analogue of Naimark’s dilation
theorem.
The reason for which this result was proved by a method of stochastic
stationary processes follows immediately if we interpretate the Prop. 1.1
and Prop. 1.6 in the language of dilation theory. Namely, the correlation
function K(t) of a stationary B-valued process Xt has a minimal and unique
R-dilation (Hx, Xe, Ut).
=

=

(2.2) REMARK. - The existence of the above close relationship between
the dilation theory and stationary B-valued processes is implicit in papers
of S. A. Cobanjan (1970), A. I. Ponomarenko (1972) and the writer (1975).
(See detailed references in [20 ].) The systematic studies of these ideas in
more general setting of semigroups, the theory of so called propagators
(stationary process has the unitary propagator) and its connection with
Kernel theorem (Prop. 1.3) has been done by P. Masani, cf. [8 ]. However
he has used the definition of dilation in which R is a linear isometry on a
Hilbert space B into H and consequently consider dilations only for Hilbert
case. It is extended by our approach which may be also applied to locally
convex spaces. Since the complete analogue of Prop. 1.3 does not hold
in all locally convex spaces, therefore one may deduce dilation theorems
only for those spaces which are characterized by Kernel theorems, see [3 ].
In [2]we proved a B-to-B* analogue of general B. Sz-Nagy’s dilation
theorem by using the complicated construction which is like the original
one for the Hilbert case. Now we give a short proof of the stronger result
which is in a spirit of the above example. For non-unital case see [12].
Let S be a *-semigroup i. e., S is a unital semigroup with a function
* : S -~ S such that for each s, t E S
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function K : S -~ CL(B, B*) is positive-definite if a function
K1(s, t) K(t*s) defined on S x S satisfies (1.2). An operator valued
function D(. ) : S -~ CL(H) is called a *-representation if

A

=

If K( . ) is the form
where R E CL(B,

H)

then

D( ~ ) is

an

R-dilation of K( ).

(2 . 3) THEOREM. - a) Let a CL(B, B*) valued kernel K( ~ ) on a unitized
*-semigroup S be positive definite. Then the following are equivalent :
such that for each s, t E Sand
( 1 ) There exists a function oe : S --~
bEB

(2) K( ~ ) has

of

an

R-dilation

D( ~ ) which

is

an

involutory representation

S.

There exists
each s, t E S

(3)

where

b)
up to

Q

is

a

function

6 :

S --~

submultiplicative ; 6(st)

The minimality condition H

unitary equivalence.

c) The minimal
space of B*.

and

a

number

c &#x3E;

0 that

for

_

determines Hand D(

=

~)

tEs

space H is

K(t)B

separable i, f’f

is

a

separable

sub-

rEs

Since K is positive definite, therefore by Prop. 1.3, there is
a Hilbert space H and an operator-valued function X : S -~ CL(B, H)
such that

Proof

by [7, th. 4.13]] (1) is equivalent to the fact that there
group { D(s), s E S } on CL(H, H) such that for each s, t E S
Now

is

a

semi-

Hence

We have thus shown that

Indeed,
Vol. XVI, n° 1-1980.
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= ( ~ R ~ ~ 2 and 6(s) _ ( ~

(

we

have

(3)

since

Finally from ( [18 ], cf. also [17]and [8 ]) we know that (3) is equivalent
to (1). This complete the proof of the equivalences.
As for the minimality condition b), suppose that fori = 1, 2, Di are
involutory representations of S,

Ri E CL(B, H;) and

where

Hence, cf. (1.1), there is

X2(s)

=

UX1(s),

a

=

K(s).

unitary operator

U

Let

on

Xls)

H1

Di(s)Ri.

=

onto

H2

Then

such that

for each s E S. Thus

This shows that D2(s)U
UD 1 (s) on Ri(B), and hence
i. e., on Hi. This completes the proof of part b).
The part c) follows from the fact, that
=

on

its closure,

3. APPLICATIONS TO STOCHASTIC PROCESSES

deduce some theorems for B-processes by
The
first
result follows immediately from Th. 2 . 3 a).
using dilation approach.
In this section

we

want to

If B-process defined over a *-semigroup T is
(3 .1) COROLLARY.
*-stationary; K(t, s) K’(s*t), then there exists an involuntary representation Dt of T in Hx such that X= DtX e iff the correlationfunction K’( . )
satisfies the condition (1) or (3) from Th. 2.3.
-

=

Next we would like to show that the uniqueness of minimal dilations,
Th. 2.3 b), suggested a new way for obtaining isomorphism theorems for
stationary B-processes. We start from the following example which illusC.
trates the idea in the case B
=
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The correlation function K(.) of a continuous
(3.2) EXAMPLE.
stationary complex valued process Xr over an LCA group T is a complex
valued positive definite function on T. Since each group is a *-semigroup
(t* = - t) and in this case each function trivially satisfies the condition (1)
from Th. 2 . 3, thus K(’) has the minimal unitary dilation (Hx, Xe, U~).
On the other hand K(’) is continuous and by the Bochner theorem
there exists a nonnegative scalar measure F on the Borel 6-algebra of the
dual group G such that K is its Fourier-Stieltjes transform. Consider the
space L2(F) of square integrable complex functions on G and the unitary
group Vt given by the formula
-

It is easy to observe that the triplet (L2(F), M, Vt), where M : C - L2(F)
-multiplication by f (g) --_ 1, is another minimal dilation of K( .).
By the uniqueness property in Th. 2.3 there exists a unitary operator
W : L2(F) -~ Hx such that WM
Xe and WVt UtW. Let’s note that W
is realized as a stochastic integral
=

=

Thus we have obtained a new proof of the celebrated isomorphism theorem
for stationary processes, see [15 ].
The above construction may not be directly extended to the Banach
spaces because a space L2(F) for CL(B, B*)-valued measure F is not defined
as far. For a case B is a Hilbert space see [6]. But another interesting
approach is possible. Let F be CL(B, B*) valued positive measure such
that there exists a nonnegative (7-finite measure J.1 that for each x, y E B
(F( . )x)( y) is absolutely continuous w. r. t. ,u. Then by [5 ] there exists a
Hilbert space K and an operator Q E CL(B, L2(,u : K)) such that

Thus

F(’)

has the

following

dilation in

L 2(11; K):

where Eo(’) is the spectral measure in L2(~u : K) defined as an operator
of multiplication by the indicator
This dilation is minimal by the definition in the subspace
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On the other hand the measure F defined
has by (? .1 ) the minimal spectral dilation

by the stationary B-process
(Hx, Xe, E( . )). Thus by the

uniqueness property there exists a unitary operator W :
WXe Q and WE(-) Eo( . )W. Consequently we obtain

that

=

Thus

we

(3 . 3)
over an

density.
are

L such

=

have proved the

following

THEOREM (cf. (4 ]). Let Xt be a continuous
stationary B-process
LCA group such that F related to
Xt as in {2.1) has a weak spectral
Then the time domain Hx and the spectral domain
L(F) of the
process

unitary equivalent.

Finally
2-integrable

we

shall present some application of dilation
approach to
which were studied in [9]and [10].

martingales

Let T
(Q, ~, P)-basic probability space and ~~ be the space
of all square integrable real
martingales Xt which are right continuous
and with left hand limits and Xo
0. If martingales Xt and Yt such that
P [supXt - Yt|]] = 0 are
indistinguishable in U, then U is a Hilbert
space with natural L2 inner product.
=

[o,.1_ ],

=

Following [9, 10]] we say that X is 2-cylindrical martingale on B* if
An important role in the theory of such
processes plays

X E CL(B*,
such called

quadratic Doleans’ measure M of X
7-algebra ~ of predictable subsets of T x Q.
Let m be defined by the formula

where A

which is defined

on

the

F x ] s, t]] is predictable
rectangle and h Q g belongs to the
product B* Q B*. The extension of [m(A) ] (h Q g) defines a mapping M from * into the dual space (B* Q 1 B*)*. This mapping M is called
quadratic Doleans’ measure (see [10 ]).
=

tensor

(3 .4)
drical

THEOREM. Let M be the

martingale. If

quadratic Doleans’ measure of a 2-cylinis

a

separable subspace of B** then

AE~

there exists
x, y E

B*

nonnegative real valued measure ,u on P such that for each
[M( . ) J(x Q y) is absolutely continuous w. r. t. ,u.
a

Proof Note that

x

Qy

can

be identified with

a

bilinear continuous
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form on B*
formula

x

B*

or a

continuous linear form

on

B* @ B*

through

the

Thus there exists a continuous extension of this linear mapping into
an isometry from (B* 0i1 B*)* onto CL(B*, B**) which to a bounded
bilinear formf on B* x B* correspond the bounded lineai operator
F e CL(B*, B**) such that

Since by the definition quadratic Doleans’ measure is positive valued
then we may use the dilation theorem, cf. [20 ]. Consequently there exists
a Hilbert space H, an operator R E CL(B*, H) and a spectral measure E( . )
on (y-algebra of predictable sets such that

Moreover

is

by

separable.

the part

c) ofTh. 2.3,

Note that H

H is

separable because

{E(A)RB* }.

=

B~ M(A)B*
~

Aei?

-

Let

(e,,) is a CONS in H. Thus ~~ is nonnegative real valued measure on
(T x Q, ~) and for each E(. )en ~ ~ 2 « y. Hence for each h, gE H (E(. )lT, g) « ~l
too. Therefore for h
E( . )Rx and g E( . )Ry, where x, y E B* we obtain

where

=

completing

the

=

proof.
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